Year 5
Curriculum Letter
Spring 2020

English
Persuade – After studying a range of
advertisements and persuasive
writing techniques, we will look at
producing adverts to promote our
exciting games!
Entertain – During this topic we will
read a range of poetry and learn many
of the techniques used by poets. Our
focus will be on describing setting,
with Croston as our inspiration.
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Welcome to Year 5!
We hope you’ve had a fantastic Christmas and have come
back refreshed and looking forward to an exciting Spring
Term. You all worked incredibly hard last term and made
really pleasing progress in your studies – more of the same
please!
Mr Gray and Mrs Kilburn

Maths
Following on from our work on place value and calculation
methods, we will be looking to apply our skills to other
mathematical areas. Geometry and Units of Measure will be our
primary areas of focus.

Topic:

GAMES

During our Computing topic, we will play
and review a wide range of games, on
different platforms. Through this, we will
learn about the mechanics of games and
attempt to design and code our own!

R.E
We will be learning about Jesus the Teacher and also considering the
question, why do Christians believe that Easter is a celebration of
victory?

Geography
This term we will be focusing on the continents of the world. Through
our art topic, we will be learning about famous capital cities across the
globe. We will also learn about our local area when researching Croston
for our poetry writing.

P.E
This term, Year 5 will be taught both netball and fencing by Chorley
School Sports Partnership specialist coaches. After learning the skills
associated with each sport, we will put them to the test in competitive
games.

Music
In Music Mrs Dixon will continue to develop your understanding of
musical composition, organising and manipulating ideas within musical
structures and reproducing sounds from aural memory.

Art and DT
We will be learning about the British illustrator John Minton. After
analysing his style, we will attempt to create our own pen drawings of
famous cities from around the world – as well as the world famous
Croston!

Science
In Science, we will focus on understanding the properties of materials,
leading on from the work that we have done on reversible and
irreversible changes. We will also develop our understanding of how to
plan and undertake scientific experiments and how to manipulate
variables.

Modern Foreign Languages
We will continue to learn about France, the language and French
Culture, this term. Learning phrases for simple communication.

How you can help at home?
Reading - This year, all Key Stage Two pupils will be
enrolled upon the ReadingPlus scheme. This new resource
allows children to access a wide range of texts based on
their age and reading stage. Its focus is on improving pupil
reading fluency, stamina and comprehension skills. We
will be using this resource in school but would like
children to be using it frequently at home as part of their
nightly reading time. Furthermore, children will have a
home/school reading book that should be read at home –
with a record of this being kept in the home-school diary.
Short discussions about the characters, plot or language
used are extremely helpful in developing children’s
understanding of texts.

Spelling - As well as weekly taught sessions on specific
spelling rules, pupils will be given set spelling lists
(appropriate to their spelling stage) taken from the
website Spellingframe. We recommend pupils access this
free resource from home as often as possible, as the games
and activities it offers supports their learning excellently.

Times Tables – In school we will be using a
combination of Times Tables Rockstars and Hit the Button
to help pupils improve the accuracy and speed of their
times tables recall. Again, both of these resources are
freely available and we would encourage pupils to engage
with them as often as possible.

Useful Links:
student.readingplus.com
ttrockstars.com
spellingframe.co.uk
topmarks.co.uk/maths-games/hit-the-button

